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Our Research Approach Aims at Identifying Structural Factors that
Determine Operator Changes in Competitive Tendering
Literature overview Germany

Our approach
• Determination of success conditions for
an operator change in competitive
tendering of bus services, i.e. exogenous
factors

• Beck & Wanner (2007):
- Increased working intensity

• Wanner & Zietz (2008):
- Competitive tendering leading to
increased quality in Rhein-Main
Verkehrsverbund around Frankfurt
and Münchner Verkehrsverbund
area, while prices remain
unchanged

• Definition success conditions:
Exogenous
g
factors like federal
state, operation period or volume
• Not looking at managerial success
factors like organization or experience of
a specific company

• Beck & Wanner (2008):
- Decreasing costs, in particular in the
first tender round

• Optimal
p
tender setup:
p Exogenous
g
factors should have no influence
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International Experience, here France, Shows a Decreasing Number of
Bidders per Tender
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Source: Amaral et al. (2008)
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Economic Theory Suggests Higher Costs with Decreasing Number of
Bidders
Number of bidders – subsidies relationship
Comments

C( )/ S(x)/x
C(x)/x,
S( )/

• Few bidders ► Topperformer (incumbent)
with no need to submit his
lowest possible bid

S(x)/x

• More bidders ►
- Top-performer have to
submit their lowest
bids
- Increased competition
p
intensity more likely
to lead to an operator
change

incumbent

x

x = volume, C(x) = costs, S(x) = subsidies
Source: Adapted from Borrmann/Finsinger (1999)
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Our Analysis is Based on Batches (= Observations), not Tenders

Tender structure
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Since 2006, The Number of Bidders in Germany Has Been Steadily
Decreasing
Mean number of bidders per tendered batch in Germany
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2008

(2009)

The Econometric Analysis is Based on 149 Observations
Descriptive statistics

Geography

Contract

Competition
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Subsidiaries of DB Stadtverkehr GmbH and Municipal Companies
Lost the Majority Number of Operations for the Benefit of Privates

Share of Bus Operations Before and After Tender Process
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In the Econometric Probit Estimation, an Operator Change (0/1) is
Explained by Several Structural Variables
• Methodology Æ Probit Regression Model:

Distribution of the Probit Model
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yi = α + βx + ε

.6

∈ {0,1}; dependent variable
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constant
vector of estimation parameters
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vector of explanatory variables
error term, independent and identically
normally distributed
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• Which factors influence the p
probability
y for an operator
p
change?
g

e.g.

Operator Changed

= α + β1(no. of vehicles) + β2(no. of bidders) + ε
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Estimation Results

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
Significance Level * 90%, ** 95%, *** 99%
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Methodological Assumptions, the Dominance of Hessian Tenders and
Including Subcontracts May Be Critical Aspects in the Model

• Methodology:
- Probit regression originally designed for a very large number of observations
- Possible exclusion of explanatory variables
j
- Political objectives
- Model a priori excludes management quality of bidders as success factor from the analysis
► Possible consideration of variables about population density, demand or modal split
- Underlying statistical and distributional assumptions

• Data originates basically from Hesse ► Extend data set, in particular to missing
observations from Münchner Verkehrsverbund
• Consideration of publicly announced tenders for subcontracts in the analysis ► Descriptive
analysis
l i showing
h i th
the same ttender
d structure
t t
ffor subcontracts
b
t t and
d contracts
t t initiated
i iti t d b
by th
the
transportation authorities
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Concluding Remarks
• High predicted probability for an operator change between 76-77%, probably
because majority
j y of batches is tendered for the first time
• Majority of tendered services in the past owned by DB Stadtverkehr and privates
► Municipal services mostly preserved from competition so far
• Privates gain market shares through competitive tendering, DB Stadtverkehr and
municipal companies lose market shares

• Tender setup:
- Operator changes are highly dependent on the number of bidders, but over time
the competition intensity appears to decrease
- Number of bidders depend on the tender structure (e.g. operation period)
- Possible to identify significant success conditions ► The data shows a
considerable amount of variation between the observations
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for your attention!
Any questions or comments?
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